
Cherwell Competition Centre 
Hill Farm, Mill Lane, Marston, Oxford OX3 0QG

WHY SPONSOR AT CHERWELL? 

- Get your brand noticed against the backdrop of our 
Andrews Bowen Main Arena

- Large number of BS and BD shows each year with high 
level footfall of competitors and owners across all 
equestrian disciplines

- Cherwell is situated just outside of Oxford City Centre and 
attracts spectators from this demographic.  Also excellent 
location for corporate hospitably

- Cherwell strives to achieve excellent customer feedback 
via their website and also a growing social media 
following currently in excess of 6,500

- Monthly visitors to website approximately 5,000  

- Focus on great customer service and venue presentation

FACILITIES 
-- 60 x 80 Andrews Bowen main arena 

- 25 x 60 Andrews Bowen warm up arena 

- Large Grass arena with feature points 

-  1400 sq ft clubhouse with licensed bar and restaurant which can be 

used for training and private hire 

-  Elevated viewing areas 

- Hardstanding lorry park & car parking areas 

- Lorry Hook Up 

-  Full integrated PA system 

- Temporary stabling for up to 250 if  required 

- Five Star accredited accommodation on site 

- Competitor, sponsor and spectator marquee areas if  required 

“Fabulous day at Cherwell Competition Centre, the surfaces are first 

class, the warm up area huge, new jumps, everyone so friendly, huge 

lorry park and fabulous club house with delicious lunches, a perfect 

venue to bring friends and family to watch. Thank you”  Facebook 



Show Jumping and dressage are a 
perfect partner for brands and 
businesses looking to target a 
specific audience and Cherwell 
Competition Centre can offer 
sponsorship packages for as little or 
as much as a business wishes to 
invest.  We offer flexibility on all 
packages, and can modify them to 
suit any requirement and budget. 

OPTION 1 
SPONSOR A SHOWJUMP 

Have a bespoke show jump built advertising your company.  

This will be used regularly as part of  the showjumping course 

at the centre.  Jumps lifetime expectancy of  5 years. 

Upright Jump with logos and livery colours  

from £700 

Oxer Jump with logos and livery colours  

from £950 

Bespoke feature jump POA 

Plus One year display and maintenance £500 

Two Year display and maintenance £750 

Five Year display and maintenance £1200 

OPTION 2 
SPONSOR A CLASS 

Sponsor a prize fund or part of  a prize fund on any 

day.  Sponsors have the benefit of  banners and 

promotional materials displayed on the day.  Logos 

displayed on schedules and also mentions via the 

commentary throughout the day.  Opportunity to 

present the prizes with photography and also have 

branded rugs, rosettes and sashes for the prize winners.  

Catering packages can also be arranged. 

Bespoke packages on application but can start at as 

little as £25 

OPTION 3 
BESPOKE ARENA BOARDS 

Advertise your company against the backdrop of  the 

Andrews Bowen main arena throughout the year.  

Striking arena boards to be seen at every competition 

and school or venue hire. 

One Year 

 £400 to include the manufacture of  the board with 

your company advertisement and logo 

Two years  

£550 

Five Years 

£950 

OPTION 4 
HEADLINE SPONSOR A SHOWJUMPING OR 

DRESSAGE LEAGUE 

Sponsor one of  our leagues giving the benefit of  your 

logo on our website and Facebook page as well as an 

arena board and coverage on all of  our relevant 

schedules.   

Winners will receive a sponsors saddle cloth and sash 

with rosettes for the league.  Our sponsor will have 

lunch provided for four. 

Bespoke packages available by request. 


